Geometric modeling by constraints yields systems of equations. They are classically solved by Newton-Raphson's iteration, from a starting guess interactively provided by the designer. However, this method may fail to converge, or may converge to an unwanted solution after a 'chaotic' behaviour. This paper claims that, in such cases, the homotopic method is much more satisfactory.
INTRODUCTION
In CAD, geometric modeling by constraints enables users to describe geometric objects such as points, tines, circles, conies, B6zier curves, etc in .2D and planes, quadrics, tori, B6zier patches, etc in 9D, by geometric constraints, ie distances or angles between elements, incidence or tangency relations . . . This modeling yields large systems of equations, typically algebraic ones. The problem is then to solve such constraint systems.
Since the seminal work of Sutherland [Sut63], a lot of research has been done on this tepic. We roughly classify resolution methods for constraint systems in three (non exclusive) categories: decomposition met hods, symbolic computations, numerical algorithms.
Decomposition
methods reduce constraint systems into simpler ones; solutions of irreducible subsystems are then merged.
In 2D, typical irreducible systems are triangles, the relative location of vertices of which is defined by three constraints ( e.g. 3 distances, or 1 distance and 2 angles, . . . ) or systems soluble by 'ruler and compass' like Appolonius's problem; here an explicit formula does the job; however, more complex irreducible subsystems have to be solved by symbolic or numerical computations.
The decomposition is performed either by the inference engine of some expert system like in Buthion Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copyin is by permission of the Association of Computing 7 Machinery. o copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. Solid Modeling '95, Salt Lake City, Utah USA @ 1995 ACM 0-89791 -672 -7 However, there is a well known problem.
If NewtonRaphson's method often works fine, sometimes -much too often ! -it does not converge; or it converges to an unwanted solution after a 'chaotic' behaviour. In such a case, the user does not know what to do, apart from slightly changing his initial guess, until Newton-Raphson's method works -if it does! This paper intends to show that the homotopic method is much more satisfactory in these situations. Its behaviour is very easy to predict, intuitive and self explanatory.
As a first argument, figure 1 shows a typical failure of Newton-Raphaon's iteration, and figure 2 the behaviour of homotopy on the same example: the six circles must be tangent to each others, and must be tangent to the triangle. These images are extracted from those interactively displayed during the resolution process. Another argument uses equation Z3 -1 = O in~. Of course, we do~ot generally n-eed to work in 67" for CAD, and this equation is just a short cut for the system with two unknowns: z, y E lllz, and two equations: Z3 -3ZY2 = ys -3yz2 = O. Figure 3 shows attraction baains for NewtonRaphson's method and for homotopy. Basins for NewtonRaphaon's method are fractals [PR86]: this explains why it is so difficult for users to predict which solution this method will conver e to. On the contrary, homotopy converges to F the closest solution. Homotopy basins have smooth frontiers: they are semi-algebraic aets2 when the system to be solved is algebraic: this point is detailed further in 2.5. Generally, homotopy converges much more often than NewtonRaphson's iteration to the solution intuitively closest to the initial guess, though of course this claim can not be proven in a rigorous way, since 'intuitively close' has no mathematical definition. This paper first gives an intuitive account on homotopy, also called continuation.
Then it comments our experiments with a constraint-based geometric editor and some related questions or possible extensions. Let G(X) = O be a system of n independent (say) polynomial equations, in n unknowns, that is X = (ZI, 22..., cm) and G = (gl, gz..., g.). Well constrained systems of geometric constraints yields such systems.
Suppose now a solution S = (SI, SZ..., s~) of another system F(X) = O is known, with F = (fl, fz..., j~), and that F ia, in a cert tin meaning, 'close' to G. In our application, S is nothing else but the vector of values (vertices coordinates and circles radius) defining the initial guess interactively provided by the user, and system F(X) is defined by F(X) = G(X) -G(S); by construction, S is a solution of F(X) = O. F and G are then embedded in a homotopH
(t, X) = tG(X) + (1 -t)F(X)
such that H(o, X) = F(X) and lf(l, X) = G(X). System H is a linear interpolation between F and G; some homotopies use non linear interpolation, but they are beyond the scope of this paper, see [AG93] .
Note: in our particular csse, since F(X)=
G(X) -G(S),
itfollows that H(t, X) = G(X) -(1 -t) G(S). The (1 -t)G(S) term is only a function of t, and not of X. However, homotopy theory has been developed for the general case, with any F and the sequel of this presentation does not use this particularity.
System H has n + 1 unknowns and n equations.
If P=(tP, XP) is such that H(P) = O, and if P is a regular point of H = O (ie the jacobian H'(P) has maximal rank) then, from the implicit function theorem, H'1 (0) is locally parametrizable by t at P. In more geometric words, H(t, X) = O defines a curve (the homotopy curve) in n + 1 dimensional space, passing through P and parametrized by t. Such a point P is known: it is P = (0, S).
The main idea of resolution by homotopy is to follow the homotopy curve (also called homotopy path), starting from t = O, X = S. If the homotopy path passes through a point (t, X) with t= 1, then a solution to H(l, X) = O, and thus to G(X) = O, has been found. Methods for following homotopy curves are summarized below. Figure 4 shows a sampling of 122 homotopy SD paths corresponding to our example: 23 -1 = O,z E 62 of figure 3 ; the checkerboard is in the plane t = O.
curves at a quadratic bifurcation point, then id is the tangent vector to the second curve, where iz = -1 as usual. Moreover, the two tangent vectors have a vanishing t component. See [LW93] for a full characterization of quadratic bifurcation points.
Turning points are a special case of quadratic bifurcation points. They arise with real systems F and G: at a turning point, one of the two curves is real, and the other is imaginary or complex. Figure 6 shows a typical example of turning points. Turning points arise even in very simple problems, so homotopy methods must take them into account. Moreover, after [LW93] , they are the only bifurcation points that arise in real sytems, in the generic case. 
Topologic considerations
If a homotopy curve only contains regular points, its topology is either that of a circle (ie the curve is a loop), or that of a line (ie it comes from infinity, and goes back to infinity). Of course, in each case, it may cross, or not, hyperplane with equation t= 1. See figure 5. A homotopy curve may contain singular points, ie points where the jacobian has a non-maximal rank. In the homt opy context, such points are called bifurcation points: two (or more) homotopy curves collide. The simplest and more frequent bifurcation points are quadmtic bifurcation points: two curves in~x 67" meet in a point Q = (to, XO) E R 
UQ-aQ=o

Homotopy method
In our case, a starting point for homotopy is known, and we are only interested by the homotopic curve crossing this point. However, in a more general setting, people want to find all (maybe complex) solutions of a given system, and have no starting points. Thus they typically proceed in two steps [AG93]. First they build a starting system of equations; it must be easily solved, and it must have at least ss many solutions as the system to be solved; this number of solutions may be bounded, clsasically, by the product of degrees, after Bezout's theorem, or, more closely, with Newton's polytope and BKK bounds [VVC93] . Secondly, paths are fofiowed-from starting points. --
Methods for following paths 2.4.1 Climbing complex homotopy
For constraint systems in CAD modeling, system G are relevant, and the followed only real roots of paths are curves in W'+l. In other areas, complex roots Z-of system G are needed, and homotopy paths are curves in E2 x C" (since, usually, t goes from O to 1, staying in l?). In this kwt case, it is possible to 'climb' along homotopy paths, starting with (t = O, Z = Z(0)), and tracking Z(t) as t monotonously increases from O to 1. By linearization of H at a known point (t, Z) on the curve, we get: where 7 = pe 'e is a random complex number: it is proven that there is only a finite number of O for which H has bifurcation points in t E [0,1). So, with probability 1, perturbed homotopy removes turning and bifurcation points. Of course, this perturbation can not remove possible singular solutions of G = O, and corresponding bifurcation points when H =G, ie when t= 1.
2.4.2
Predictor-Corrector
To follow the homotopic path from a given point Mk, the so called predictor-corrector method first computes Tk, the tangent vector (or an approximation) to the curve in Mk, predicts that the point P = Mk + 6Tk/lT.. I is C1OWto the cur% and corrects P by some variant of the Newton-Raphson's iteration (for instance using the Secant Method, or using the Moore-Penrose's pseudo inverse) or some gradient method to obtain Mk+l, the point on the curve closest to P. And A practical difficulty (and a difficult theoretic problem of numerical analysis) is the choice of a good c: if it is too big, the correction-step may fail; if it is too small, path following is slowed down (moreover, some numerical problems due to imprecision sometimes appear). Research has been done for safely and automatically choosing c [AG93, Yak95] .
However, we have found the following heuristic good enough for our limited needs and easy to implement: at each correction-prediction step, we update the pseudo in- As soon as distance IPoP, I is greater than d, the system is said to diverge. It convergence when 1P, Pi-1 I is less than 0.02d, and the angle between tangent vectors at Mk and at P, is less than 10 degrees.
Our experimental constraint-baaed 2D modeler use predict correct or method, mainly because we already need a NewtonRaphson's iteration to compare the behaviors of the latter and of the homotopic method. However, this method requieres the computation and (some kind of) inversion of the jacobian3 H'. The next method only requier6s to evaluate H at some points.
2.4.3
Piecewise linear approximation Another method for following homotopy paths is known aa piecewise linear apprwrirnation.
In Computer Graphics, a variant of this method has been used for tracing curves in
lR" by (at least) Dobkin et al [DLTW90].
In 112, this method is very simple. To trace the homt opy curve If(t, z) = O, R2 is triangulated by, say, equilateral triangles with side c. Assume a first triangle ABC traversed by H is known: H enters by the edge AB and leaves by AC because H(A) >0, H(B) <0, H(C) <0, In IRn+l, the space is triangulated by 'hyper tetrahedrons', ie simplices. Assume we know a starting simplex T traversed by the homotopy path; suppose also that values of the n functions defining homotopy H are available at the vertices of T. They define a unique linear map L from IR"+l to Ill"; in T, approximate H by L and the homotopy curve by the edge {L(t, zl,..., zn) = O} n T. Deduce the hyperfacet of T by which this edge leaves T, and foUow it in the neighboring simplex.
A restricted homotopic method
Sometimes, people in constraint-based modeling use the following restricted homotopy[Ver90]: suppose a first solution XO to a constraint system co is known, but the vrdue of some parameter p E 1% (a length, an angle, a radius... ) has to be changed, say from pO to pl. It is convenient to see the constraint system c as a function of p, say: c = C(p) and so co = C(pO), and we want to solve c1 = C(pl ). This method haa a serious limitation: it only works when the followed path has no turning points.
Since turning points are found even with very simple examples, the climb ing homotopy is relevant only in the field of complex numbers (and with some kind of perturbation to avoid bifurcation points).
Attraction basins
,Or-An attraction basin for homotopy is a maximal connected points set S E RZn leading to the same solution (t= 1, Xl ), or to no solution, when the homotopic method is applied 3The jscobian H' is symbolically computed for esch constraint system.
with the starting point: (t = O, S).
Two neighboring basins are separated by points leading to bifurcation points.
The latter are solutions of the algebraic system: If(t, X) = det(H&(t, X)) = O in n + 1 equations and unknowns, and constitute by definition an algebraic set (assuming G to be algebraic). Projection on hyperplane having equation: t = O then gives a semi-algebraic set. The reader can easily verify that, with the example: Z3 -1 = O, z = z + iy, frontiers between basins are (part of) lines: y = O, y = +zfi.
It is well known that attraction baains of Newton-Raphson's resolution are fractals [PR86] (see figure 3 for instance): this explains the 'chaotic' behaviour of this method. Semi algebraic sets are leas beautiful than fractals, but much smoother.
Urider-constrained homotopy
For a 2D constraint-based modeler to be truly user-friendly and interactive, we wanted to also solve under-constrained systems, and not only well-constrained ones, But, if there are n unknowns (without t)and u missing equations, homotopy H(t, X) = O no more describes a curve in W'+i, but a 'hypersurface' with dimension 1 + u.
At the starting point Afo = (O, S), we project the 'upward' vector V = (t=l, zl=z2... =zn=O) on the tangent space of this hypersurface to get TO; the predicted point is then hfo + CTO /lZ'O I and a correction step gives Ml. At Mk, we project the previous tangent vector T&-l on the tangent space of If (Mk) = O to get the tangent vector Tk and the predicted point is hfk •t~Tk/~Tk 1; and so on.
In other words, we try to follow the path that has an 'upward' tangent TO at the point (O,S) and that is as straight as it can be while remaining in the homotopy surface. Up to errors (due to the fact that our c is not infinitesimal), we thus follow a geodesic curue of the surface: in all points of such a curve, the principal normal to the curve coincide with the normal to the surface. Due to the accumulation of errors, the followed path progressively diverges from the 'true' geodesic curve; despite this limitation, the homotopy defined in this fashion hss an intuitive behaviour: for instance, suppose an unknown point P must belong to a given line L, but the initial guess PO for P does not; then the user sees the point getting closer to the line by following the shortest path. 
Solution at infinity
Solutions at infinity (for instance z~= 1, y = O has solution z = W) pose a problem with homotopy method, since pat hs to these solutions have infinite length. . . We have not met this problem during our experiments; anyway, it is easily (and classically ) solved by homogenization. Suppose for instance unknowns are the (z, y) coordinates of some point. We have implemented in Lelisp an experimental 2D constraintbased modeler to compare behaviour of resolution by NewtonRaphson's method and by homotopy. The user creates points, edges, circles in an interactive way, as with, say, MacDraw or Xfig. Moreover, he can specify constraints. Predefine constraints are: distance between two points or between a point and a line, angle between two edges, tangency between a line and a circle or between two circles, incidence between a point and a line or a circle. He can also specify (with an algebraic formula) any algebraic equation. He can declare coordinates and radius circles to be 'moveable', or not: the modeler can only modify moveable parameters. They are unknowns, and their numerical value (interactively provided by the user) are used as the initial guess by rhrtion methods. The user may call resolution by NewtonRaphson's method, or by homotopy. Resolution methods need constraint systems to be well-or under-constrained: so the user can incrementally add constraints and solve. Homt opy with under-constrained system is explained in section 2.6. For the moment, the modeler considers over constrained systems as mistakes from the user, and gives him a warning.
When a Newton-Raphson's resolution fails or converges to an unwanted solution, the user recovers the previous state, and uses homotopy. Generally it works much better. However, sometimes, homotopy may also converge to an unwanted solution. But homotopy is very self-explanatory: during the resolution process, intermediate states are displayed (see figure 2) , so the user can easily see what is wrong in his initial guess; for instance, when he sees some circle going to the wrong side of some line, he interrupts the resolution (or waits for its end), restores the previous state, moves the circle or the line, and then calls for the resolution again: It works.
In our very first experiments, homotopy nearly always worked at the first try. Then, failures became more and more usual. The reason is that, seing homotopy work so well, we became more and more lazy and we gave initial guesses further and further away from the solution. . . .
We have not met problems with bifurcation points, except when we do it on purpose, to test the software. Typically, these situations occur when there are several symmetrical solutions for a constraint system, and the initial guess has the same symmetry: for instance, if a moveable point P has two symmetrical solutions P1 and P2 relatively to some line L, and if the initial guess for P belongs to L, then the homotopy method can not 'choose' between the two symmetrical paths, one leading to Pi and the other to P2: the initial guess is itself a bifurcation point. A slight perturbation of the initial guess is suficient to break the symmetry and to remove the bifurcation point.
Open problems
Control.
When a constrained system has no solution, it is easily seen: the homotopy enters in a loop (supposing a homogenization is used to handle solution at infinity, and so to avoid infinite paths). Though feasible [Sch94], the automatic detection of loops is not implemented just now:
the user haa to interrupt the not ending homotopy process (his work is not lost!), or wait for the automatic stop of the process after a fixed number of steps. Speed. Our homotopy method is not as fast as it could be (though the constraints resolution always remains faster than their interactive specification), especially with more than 40 or 50 unknowns when implementing, our first goal was to verify the relevance of the homotopy method, not speed. . . So the slowness of our implementation is not relevant. More relevant is the number of correction-prediction steps needed on average: most often, about 20 steps are enough; 60 or 70 iterations may be needed, when the followed path is very close to another homotopy curve, ie at 'quasi bifurcations points' (see figure 4) . Thus, in practice and in average, homotopy will be 20 times slower than the Secant Method, used in each step.
Imprecision.
Looking closely to attraction basins in figure 3 , one can see some little errors on the frontiers: ideally, frontiers would be straigth lines (in this example). Thw problem is mainly due to imprecision. In some areas, this kind of problem is a severe drawback of homotopic methods, because the confusion between distinct (and very close) paths may lead to logical or topological inconsistencies; however, for our applications, and in an interactive use, this is not a serious problem.
Non algebraic equations.
Homotopy is only used with algebraic constraints for the moment, though it may work with transcendental ones.
InequaHtiea.
Inequalities are a convenient way to select a solution among others: for instance, there are two circles tangent to a given circle and passing through two given points, and an inequality can be used to select the wanted circle. Our application assumes that the choice is implicitly performed by the user, through his initial guess: our constraints only lead to equations, and not to inequrdit ies.
However, providing explicit inequalities is perhaps useful. It is possible, at least theoretically, to translate inequalities into equations: for instance~(X)~O *~(X) -az = O where a is an auxiliary real unknown: we already know how to solve an under-constrained system by homotopy. We are currently investigating this question.
CONCLUSION
We are convinced homotopy will soon become very popular in constraint-based geometric modelers, and maybe among descendants of MacDraw or Xfig. It is not very difficult to implement. Its behaviour is much more intuitive, predictable, and self explanatory than those of Newton-Raphson's method. It is compatible with interactivity, and with decomposition methods. As an example, we have used an experimental 2D modeler, but homotopy (like Newton-Raphson's method) also applies for SD geometric constraints.
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